COURSE ENROLLMENT

PRE- & CO- Requisites and Obtaining a Waiver

If a professor has identified a *pre-requisite* in the online details for their course, it means the professor has concluded it is a useful course to have completed successfully before starting his or her course (see image below for an example from the online details for Securities Regulation in Spring ‘20).

Other Course Details
Prerequisites: (Corporations (6103) OR Corporations (Law & Business) (6109)) Concurrency: None
Mutually Exclusive With: Securities Regulation (Law & Business) (8017)
Laptops Allowed: Yes
First Day Attendance Required: No
Course Notes:

If a professor has identified a *co-requisite* in the online details for their course, it means the professor has concluded it is a useful course to have completed successfully *before* starting his or her course, OR that it would be sufficient for the student to be taking that course *concurrently* (see image below showing “concurrency” for the Appellate Litigation Clinic in Fall ‘19).

Other Course Details
Prerequisites: (Criminal Law (6003)) AND (Civil Procedure (6000)) AND (Evidence (6104)) Third-year JD Status; Students should have Professional Ethics course (Law 7071 or Law 7072) satisfied by the time the class starts OR during the 1st semester of this year-long clinic (see Concurrency). Because the credits in this course count toward the JD Program Professional Skills requirement, JD candidates will be given enrollment priority for this class. *Concurrency:* (Professional Responsibility (7071) OR Professional Responsibility in Public Interest Law Practice (7072))

If a student wishes to enroll in the course despite not having the necessary pre- or co-requisite, the student must obtain a waiver from the instructor. SRO can enter the waiver in the course enrollment systems (LCS and SIS) only upon receipt of a written confirmation of the waiver from the instructor (via email is fine).